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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Presiding Officer:
Recording Secretary:

FACULTY SENATE MEETING· January 15, 1992

Charles McGehee
Sue Tirotta

Meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m.

ROLL CALL
Senators:

Visitors:

CHANGES TO A6ElllA
None

· APPROVAL

All Senators or their Alternates were present except Clark, Douglas, Duncan,
Erickson, Medlar, Roth, Smith and Yu.
Gerald Stacy, Tracy Veness, Anrte Denman, Carolyn We11s, Courtney Jones,
Andrew Bates, Gordon Koestler, Annette Weis, Todd Burba, Don Schilesman,
Connie Roberts and Joan Mosebar.

Of NINUTES
Th� minutes of the Noverrber 20, 1991 Faculty Senate meeting were accepted as distributed.

-Senator Vince Nethery, PE, stated that, despite the statement on page 7 (Budget Conmittee)
of the 11/20/91 minutes • ••. the administration wants to retain the flexibility to award
rultiple merit steps to those who are especially meritorious..• ," it was his understanding that
multiple _meri� steps were reconmended but not granted in 1992 so that a greater nurrber of
faculty members would receive merit awards. Chair'McGehee stated that only one faculty member
was granted a rrultiple step merit award in 1991.

CCNlllfflCATIOltS

REPORTS

-11/15/91 letter from Larry Lowther, History, resigning from Faculty Senate and Senate
Curriculum Conmittee. Referred to Executive Conmittee.
-12/17/91 letter from Don Schliesman, Provost, recomnending establishment of guidelines for
creating and eliminating academic-departments. Referred to Exe�utive Conmittee.
-1/2/91 memo from John Holman, Facilities Manag.ement, requesting faculty nomination to Physical
Access Conmittee. Referred to Executive Conmittee.
1.

CHAIR
�r McGehee reported that some faculty members have expressed concern to him
regarding the nature of the Presidential search process and have asked him to make a
public statement of disapproval at the January 17, 1992 Board of Trustees meeting at
which the new university President will be named. The Chair stated that he did not
know how widely held this concern was among faculty, but he refused and reconmended
instead that criticisms of the search process be sent directly to the Board of
Trustees. He strongly encouraged faculty to put the process behind them, welcome the
new President warmly and be prepared to give him a long "honeymoon" process which wi11
maximize strengths and minimize weaknesses. Chair McGehee reminded the Senate that
an informal reception for department chairs and faculty with the new President has
been scheduled for 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, January 18, 1992. Senator Ken Hanmond
suggested that a deroocratic vote be taken to determine how many faculty members are
dissatisfied with the Presidential Search process.
-Chair McGehee announced that Dr. Linda Murphy, current dean of Admi nistration for the
University of Toledo, has been selected as Dean of the School of Professional Studies,
effective July 1, 1992.

*NOTION NO. 2830 Erlice Killorn moved and Alan Taylor seconded a motion to approve

the 1992-93 Faculty Senate meeting dates as follows:

1992-93 FACULTY SENATE MEETING DATES
SPRING 1993
WINTER 1993
FALL 1992
October 14
January 13
Apri1 7
November 4
May 5
February 3
December 2
February 24
May 19
March 10
June 2

Motion passed.
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1.

CHAIR, continued
-Chair McGehee reported that Robert Wieking, IEl, has been forced to resign-as Faculty
Legislative Representative (FLR) due to illness. The Senate Executive Conmittee in
cooperation with Phil Backlund, Director of Legislative Relations, has asked Don
Cocheba, Chair of Economics, to act as FLR in 1992.
*MOTION NO. 2831 Erlice Killorn moved and Ed Golde.n seconded a motion to approve Don
Cocheba as 1992 Faculty Legislative Representative. Motion passed.
-Chair McGehee distributed a printed legislative update from Phil Backlund, who will
be in Ol�ia weekly during the current legislative session which began on January 13,
1992.

2.

PRESIDENT
Interim President James Pappas distributed an itinerary for CWU's new
President and his wife during their visit to Ellensburg January 17-January 20, 1992.
He asked that a visit to Central's off-campus programs be added to the itinerary on
January 18 from 6:00-7:00 p.m. President Pappas stated that the new President wi 11
not take office immediately, and the Board of Trustees will announce at its January
17 meeting the date on which the President will assume his duties at Central.
President Pappas reported a downturn in numbers of applications received for
admission to Central, possibly due to the university's recent public relations
problems, but numbers of applications accepted as well as numbers confirmed and paid
are about the same. He also reported that the student enrollment lid was 6090 FTE
last year, but it has been raised to 6270 FTE this year. In response, an additional
150-200 students have been admitted for Spring quarter 1992. In 1993 the enrollment
lid will be further increased to 6490 FTE. Overall scholarship application quality
appears to be somewhat lower than in years' past, but Dr. Pappas emphasi Zed that there
should still be many high quality applicants from which to choose.
Dr. Pappas stated that his emphasis during his brief term of office as
President is on building trust, opening dialogue and fostering conmunication within
the university conmunity. He has involved department chairs in decisions concerning
the Primate Habitat/Center and an FAA grant application, and he statea that his office
will maintain conmunication with the campus conrnunity.
Don Schliesman, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, reported that
he is currently serving on a Higher Education Coordinating (HEC) Board task force that
is updating guidelines for the approval of on-cafll)us and off-campus degree programs
and reconsidering the "service areas" assigned to each of the six state institutions
of higher education. He expressed concern to the HEC Board that King County was
assigned exclusively to the University of Washington; with no acknowledgement of
Central's presence in that service area. When the draft document from the HECB task
force was subsequently sent to the Interinstitutional Coimiittee of Academic Officers
(ICAO), the Provost noted that no action had been taken on his concerns. Marilyn
Baker (HECB Deputy Director for Academic Affairs) stated that " •.• Although the UW
would be the primary provider in the Puget Sound area, we would expect that CWU would
continue to operate programs there. Under this approach, those programs would be
subject to HEC Board approval but not necessarily to veto by any other institution."
The Provost replied in a January 6, 1992 Jetter to Marilyn Baker: " .•• My primary
concern, Marilyn, is that the proposal does not acknowledge in an way Central's
presence, or right of presence, in the Puget Sound, specifically King tounty. My God,
we have offered high quality degree programs successfully and efficiently in that area
since 1974. We have more than three d,ozen FTE faculty resident in that area.
Hundreds of students have graduated from those programs.
We went there, at
considerable sacrifice, in response to place-bound student requests, legislative and
CPE encouragement, and with the agreement of the University of Washington. We went
at a time when major universities in the area expresse� no interest in responding to
such needs. �ow we have full-time regular faculty living and teaching in the area
who, almost dally, express concern about and fear of being displace_d by the HECB. And
this because of a co1,1ple of branch campuses which are having a real struggle staying
alivel Marilyn, the HECB and .its staff must publicly acknowledge a right of existence
in that area for Central. •• " '
In legislative matters, President Pappas reported that there is no firm
indication of further budget cutbacks, and January 1993 salary increases may be
postponed rather than eliminated. A new bill· assigning tuition authority to
individual schools has been introduced by Ken Jacobsen and Gary Locke.
The President encouraged faculty to attend Martin Luther King Day programs
planned for January 21 and 22. He also noted the recent deaths of two strong CWU
supporters: Hal Wolf, founder of Business Week and President of the CWU Foundation,
and state Senator Tub Hansen.
-2 -
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5.
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VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
Courtney Jones, VP for Business and Financial Affairs, reported that the 2.5%
biennial budget cut has been implemented. This amounts to a $2.2 million reduction
of the CWU budget, with about $650,000 being cut in 1991-92 and the balance of $1.5
million to be cut in 1992-93. The Governor's recent budget plan would eliminate
January 1993 faculty/staff salary increases and create a tuition surcharge.
Vice President Jones reminded the Senate that the Governor's proposed 14.43%
tuition increase for regional universities, coupled with a previously approved 5.1%
tuition increase to be implemented in Fall 1992, adds up to a dramatic 20% elevation
in tuition levels for students of Central. Under the Governor's plan, C.W.U., E.W.U.
and W.W.U. could expect a tuition surcharge of 14%; U.W. 19%; w.s.u. 10%; T.E.S.C.
30%; and conmunity colleges 11%.
Vice President Jones also noted that if the legislature proposes biennial
budget cuts above the 2.5% level already implemented, Central will not be made aware
of this until after the current legislative session is over. Such timing would not
allow for prior planning and would be very damaging, probably necessitating a
reduction in enrollments. The House version of the state budget should be out next
week and is expected to be similar to that of the Governor; the Senate budget may
propose selective higher education cuts in three areas which would relatively not
affect Central as much as other state agencies: 1) out of state travel, 2) purchased
services, and 3) personal services contracts. The Senate is also concerned about
limiting FTE growth, and VP Jones pointed out that although Central's FTE has grown
since 1985, it has decreased overall during the past 10 years. He stated that it has
been suggested by some that the major FTE increases are in the Department of Social
and Health Services (DSHS) and the University of Washington (e.g., medical school,
grants and contracts, and branch campuses).
VP Jones added that the university swinming pool is now operational, but
Central is not pleased with the added costs incurred because of the failure of the
pool coating. This item will be presented to the Board of Trustees on January 17.

COUNCIL OF FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES �CFR)
CFR member Erlice Killorn, P , distributed a report outlining the function and
membership of the CFR and listing its meeting dates and current activities. Recent
CFR meetings have been dominated by the following topics: faculty representation to
the legislature and HEC Board meetings, implementation of HEC Board assessment
procedures, and responses to the recent biennial budget cuts. The CFR is particularly
involved with legislative bills concerning faculty retirement (SB 5498). faculty
salaries, student financial aid (HB 1667), the higher education budget process (SB
5709). revenues, tuition, and access to higher education. Concerning access, Dr.
Killorn stated that with data taken from the 1990 Digest of Education Statistics,
Washington state has been ranked 51st among the states (plus DC) in increased
enrollments during the 1980s. While nationally enrollments were up 7% in the past 10
years, in Washington they went down 20%.

IIIIWt RIGHTS COUNCIL �HRC)
Human Rights oun·cil (HRC) member Gordon Koestler distributed a sunmary report
of the activities of the HRC since its inception at Central in February 1991. He
explained that the HRC's primary goal is to ensure that every CWU graduate can
function effectively in a global conmunity. Mr. Koestler expressed concern that
tuition increases may lower overall student diversity and quality and place undue
emphasis on students' ability to pay.
During the past year, the HRC has co-sponsored forums on feminism, racism,
migrant working conditions, and accreditation as well as offering input into Central's
presidential selection process and bringing attention to issues of hunger and problems
of the handicapped. The HRC has involved graduate and undergraduate students,
faculty, staff and conmunity members in its goal of "recognizing that a diverse
educational experience is necessary to properly train toJOOrrow's leaders and citizens
for their roles in society and the workplace ••. [by] establish[ing] a broader multi
cultural, multi-ethnic climate at CWU.
The HRC will co-sponsor a Candlelight March on January 21 to celebrate the
birthday of Martin Luther King, Jr. as well as a campuswide civil rights forum on
January 22., On February 6 in the Grupe Center the HRC will sponsor "A Multi-cultural
Perspective on Counseling and Education, a reflection by Native American, Hispanic,
Black and Asian American individuals, which will include learned presenters on several
topics from around Washington state.
In 1992-93, the HRC plans to solicit a mission statement with implementation
11

11

)

t1me11ne from the new university President: request formation of a "Diversity Council"
-3-
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HUHAN RIGHTS COUNCIL, continued
to reconmend guidelines and procedures on human. rights issues (such as multi
culturalcurriculum, sexual harassment, racial and sexual discrimination, due process
in the workplace, diversification of the Central community through recruiting and
programming, and consumer rightS)i increase student representation on university
committees; and encourage panels, forums and presentations to discuss multi-cultural
issues. The HRC may publish (in association with the ASCWU) a booklet for students
titled "Readying Students for Life in a Global ColllllUnity." This booklet will list
classes that contribute to raising awareness of multi-cultural issues in the workplace
and society, and faculty members are encouraged to send written descriptions of their
classes to the ASCWU offite.
HRC member Andrew Bates stated that the HRC supports the concept of an
alternative campus newspaper called "The. Drainage Ditch Review," scheduled to be
published for the first time this week and monthly thereafter. HRC member Annette
Weis reported that she and other HRC. members are endeavoring. to make positive changes
by participating on university committees and encouraging other students to do so as
well.

6.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COIIIITIEE
None

7.

BUDGET COIIIITIEE
None

8.

CODE COtlllTIEE
None

9.

CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
None

10.

PERSONNEL COMMITTEE
None

OLD BUSINESS
None

NEW BUSINESS

FORUfil - RESTRUCTURING THE FACULTY SENATE
Chair Charles McGehee explained that after receiving frequent non-specific complaints
from faculty regarding the ineffectiveness of the Faculty Senate, the Executive Committee
created the Ad Hoc Committee on University Governance to assess the Senate's role. The
Governance Conmittee' s charge has since expanded to encompass the function of the entire
university governance structure. The purpos,e of this forum for discussion is to clearly
specify complaints about the role and structure of the Faculty Senate and propose solutions.
Chair McGehee pointed out a list of "Possible Structures for Faculty Senate" on page 2 of the
agenda and distributed a list titled "Possible Roles and Functions of Faculty Senate" as a
starting point for discussion.
.
Senator John Herum, English, asked what happened to the "department chairs' group"
that met last year and questioned if that group could be coordinated to meet with the Faculty
Senate and share information. Senator Ken HalllllOnd, Geography, reported that the "chairs'
group" has met three times this year and will continue to meet as needed on an informal basis.
Dr. Harrrnond stated that the "chairs' group" is the only forum for faculty discussion currently
in existence at Central and that rules and a formalized structure would diminish the group's
flexibility and ability to resp· ond. Dr. HalllllOnd stated that the Faculty Senate deals with
curricular and prograrrmatic issues and is unable to deal with faculty dissatisfaction, and
reorganization of the Senate to make it more efficient would not make it more effective. He
added that service on the Faculty Senate is not held in high esteem, so departments tend to
elect un-tenured, part-time or junior faculty to the Senate.
Senator Steven Kimball, History, noted that the Faculty Senate mirrors the general
sense of spiritual ennui aroong Central's faculty, and he questioned the reliability of the
mechanism by which Senators present information from the Senate to their department members.
Senator Owen Pratz, Psychology, suggested that the entire faculty be polled to ascertain the
amount of interest in restructuring the Senate. Senator Erlice Killorn, PE, stated that lack
of trust between faculty and administrators as well as among the faculty may be fostered by
informal groups, and faculty members must learn to make their opinions known if they expect
to be heard by policy makers and legislators. Senator John Herum noted that Senators are, by
-4-
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NEW BUS·INESS1 contiooed

FORUM - RESTRUCTURING THE FACULTY SENATE, continued

definition of the bylaws, the "uninstructed" representatives of their departments, and he
reconmended that Senators solicit faculty opinion and become accountable to their constituents.
Senator Rex Wirth, Political Science, protested that university policies are often
implemented before they are approved by the faculty, and he suggested that the Senate become
a proactive policy-making body. Chair McGehee noted that the faculty's influence in making
policy decisions was largely blunted by the 1975 "Judge Baker decision" concerning the Board
of Trustees and the Faculty Code.
Senator Ed Golden, BusTness Administration, advised that the Senate not become less
representative than it already is and added that the Senate serves as a valuable source of
information. Chair McGehee noted that all 3 Senators representing Business Administration and
Economics are resident on the Westside. He also reported that a Fall 1991 poll designed to
limit the expense of Senate minutes production resulted in 80% of faculty and administrators
reporting that they would like to continue receiving min.utes. Although the high return rate
indicates that meeting minutes are read by most faculty and administrators, Chair McGehee
stated that the time lag between Senate meetings and minutes distribution does not make for
efficient dissemination of information.
University Governance Committee members Connie Roberts and Joan Mosebar suggested that
Senators ask themselves 1) what they would miss if the Faculty Senate were dissolved, 2) what
would make the Senate more interesting and effective, 3) how apathy has developed at the
department level, and 4) how possible dysfunction and lack of regular meetings at the
department level may be reflected in the current state of the Faculty Senate. Chair McGehee
charged Senators to return to their departments and collect opinions on restructuring the
Senate. This forum will be continued under "Old Business" on the February 5, 1992 Senate
meeting agenda.

Al>.X)URIIIENT

Meeting was adjourned at 5:00 p.m.
* * * * * NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: February 5, 1992 * * * * *

,)
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FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
3:10 p.m., Wednesday, January 15, 1992
SUB 204-205

I.
II.
III.

ROLL CALL
CHANGES TO AGBBDA
APPROVAL OF MINUTES - November 20, 1991
COMMUNICATIONS
-11/15/91 letter from Larry Lowther, History, resigning
from ·Faculty Senate and Senate Curriculum Committee.
Referred to Executive Committee.
-12/17/91 letter from Don Schliesman, Provost, re.
establishing guidelines for creating and eliminating
academic departments. Refe:rred to Executive Cammi ttee.
-1/2/91 memo from John Holman, Facilities Management, re.
Physical Access Cammittee.
Referred to Executive
Committee.

V.

REPORTS

IV.

1.

Chair
-Presidential Search Update

-MOTION: 1992-93 FACULTY SENATE MEETING OATES
WINTER 1993
SPRING 1913

FALL1�
October 14
November 4
December 2

January 13
February 3
February 24
March 10

Aprll7

May5
May 19
June 2

-MOTION: 1992 Faculty Legislative Representative Don Cocheba
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

***

President (Interim President: James Pappas)
VP for Business/Financial Affairs - Budget Update
Council of Faculty Representative (CFR)
Human Rights Council - Gordon Koestler
Academic Affairs Conunittee
Budget Committee
Code Committee
Curriculum Committee
-UCC Pages 1149-1151
Personnel Committee

OLD BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS
-Forum for Discussion - Restructuring the Faculty Senate
(see attached)
ADJOURNMENT
NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING:

February 5, 1992

***

REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING
January 15, 1992
AGENDA
POSSIBLE STRUCTURES FOR FACUL'l'Y SERA.TE

Page 2

TYPE

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Departmental
representation (current)

clear department presence

large (39), unwieldy;
hardship for small
departments; uneven
representation, commitment
due to limited choice

University-wide, at-large
representation

broader choice of
representatives; stronger
interest, commitment;
greater prestige,
influence; if small (i.e.,
15-20), more easily
managed

loss of contact with
departments; weaker
communication with
constituents; easily
politicized; possible
imbalance in
representation due to size
of schools

College/school-wide, at
large representation

broader choice of
representatives; stronger
interest, commitment;
greater prestige,
influence; if small (i.e.,
15-20), more easily
managed

loss of contact with
departments; weaker
communication with
constituents; easily
politicized; possible
imbalance in
representation due to size
of departments

University senate
(faculty, administration,
staff, student
representation)

broader faculty
involvement in university
wide issues; greater
awareness of university as
a whole, i.e.,
interrelation of branches,
tasks, personnel

involve others in faculty
affairs

ROU. CALI. 1991-92

FACULTY SENAlE MEETING:

January 15 ,

__L_Bruce BAGAMERY

__Hugh SPALL

..JL.._Jim BILYEU

__Dieter ROMBOY

....JL:._Andrea BOWMAN

__Randy WALLACE

--1.L_Peter BURKHOLDER

__John UTZINGER

..1L.,_David CARNS

__Walt KAMINSKI

__John CLARK

__Terry MARTIN

19 9 2

_iL_Annie CORNELIOUS
___iL_Ken CORY

__Margaret SAHLSTRAND

__Lin DOUGLAS

__Daniel FENNERTY

__Clint DUNCAN

__Walt EMKEN

..£._Barney ERICKSON

__Ken GAMON

.L_-oomtt�RRITY" -:P�Qj

__Don SCHLIESMAN

�Ed GOLDEN

__Connie NOTT

�Ken HAMMOND

__Morris UEBELACKER

---1L..John HERUM

__Steve OLSON

�Erlice KILLORN

__Patricia MAGUIRE

__Larry LOWTHER

V Steve KIMBALL

.,/ Charles MCGEHEE
__Jack MCPHERSON

__Charles HAWKINS

V Candace SCHULHAUSER

__Deborah MEDLAR

__Gary HEESACKER

___LVince NETHERY

__Stephen JEFFERIES

__iL_Patrick OWENS
_v

·_Rob PERKINS

v John PICKETI
,,...-

__Wayne KLEMIN
__Andrew SPENCER

__Jim PONZETII

�Ethan BERGMAN

__.rL:_Owen PRATZ

__Jim GREEN

....u::::::_Don AINGE

__Robert BENTLEY

__Eric ROTH

__Geoffrey BOERS

�Chip SIMMONS
__c..::::::.Donna SLOMIAN
__Stephen SMITH

__Bob CARBAUGH

�Stephanie STEIN

__Stephen SCHEPMAN

_..LAlan TAYLOR

__Robert GARRETT

�Thomas THELEN

__John CARR

�Calvin WILLBERG

__Barry DONAHUE

_£'Aex WIRTH

__Robert JACOBS

�Thomas YEH

__Jerry HOGAN

__Roger YU

__Will SPERRY

/Mark ZETIERBERG

__Philip SIGNORELLI

January 15, 1992

Date
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Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary
directly after the meeting.
Thank you.

P0SSIBLE ROLES AN0 FUNCTIONS OF FACULTY SENATE
Which of the following s_h.ould �e th,� r�le and functions of the Faculty Senate and
Senate 9hair?
1)

Policy generation -- faculty issues only
What are "faculty only" issue?

2)

Policy generation -- all-university issues
What are "all-university" issues in which faculty have an interest?

3)

Policy generation -- curriculum and academic standards
Are these different from the first two types of policy?
Should they be seen as being the same as a "faculty' issue, or are they
"all-university' issues, or a third type of Issue?

4)

Administrative oversight
In what areas and ta what extent should faculty monitor administrative
behavior?

5)

Faculty oversight
Should faculty behavior be monitored by other faculty, especially the
Senate? Should faculty behavior be monitored at all?

6)

Informational
What sort of information should the Senate be involved in
disseminating to whom?

7)

Faculty advocacy
What issues link faculty which need advocating to whom?

8)

What should be the role of the Senate Chair?
Ombudsman/counselor/advisor to faculty; advisor to administrators;
organizer/representative of faculty to the outside world, etc.

(1/15/92)

Central
Washington
University

JOHN M. HOLMAN, P.E.
Director of Facilities Management Department
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509) 963-1011 SCAN 453-1011
FAX (509) 963-1015

R£c£1v
e:

MEMORANDUM

o

JAN 6 1991

£,WIJ FACULTY SE
TO:

Charles McGehee, Chair
Faculty Senate

FROM:

John M. Holman, P.E. �
Director

DATE:

January 2, 1992

SUBJECT:

Candidates for Physical Access Committee

NATE

�-

U

I have a vacancy for a faculty member on our Physical Access Committee and thought you may
want to suggest a candidate. This committee reviews physical access problems on campus and
makes recommendations for input to the minor capital budget on projects to eliminate barriers
to physical access. I would be particularly interested in appoint an individual who has a physical
disability.
Please contact me as soon as you are back on campus to discuss this appointment. I am
planning on calling the committee together by mid-Jan1:1ary.
wp l
c Rich Corona

(j)

Central
Washington
University
November 15, 1991
Dr. Charles McGehee
Chair
Faculty Senate

Xe
History Department
Language & Literature IOOT
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509) 963-1655

RECEIVED

NOV 1 8 1991

&WU FACULTY SENATE

Dear Charlie:
I regret that I must resign from the Faculty Senate and the Faculty
Senate Curriculum Committee effective at the end of Fall Quarter,
1991. I agree that a senator should accept a committee assignment
and I agree with the logic that a senate committee should be
chaired by a senator, but my schedule is such that I cannot fulfill
those duties satisfactorily. As the year proceeds, I anticipate
that more and more curricular materials will be coming to the
Senate just as my responsibilities in connection with the History
Day program reach greatest intensity. I am sorry to have to make
this decision. I know what problems there have been in getting
this committee organized, but I feel that it will be best in the
long term to have someone leading this committee who can give it
the time it deserves.

oltan Kramar
Steve Kimball

Central
Washington
University

Office of the Provoat and
Vice Prealdent for Academic Affalra
2088 Bouillon
Ellenaburg, Waahlngton 98928
(609) 983-1401

December 17, 1991

RECEIVED

DEC 1 9 1991

QW FACULTY SENATE
Dr. Charles L McGehee, Chair
Faculty Senate
Campus
Dear Charlie:
Following up on our conversation wHh the Executive Committee and Dean Cummings, I would like
to have a group consider establishing guidelines for creating and ellmlnatlng academic departments.
One responsibility of the Senate Academic Affairs committee Is the " ••• study and Improvement of
academic standards and academic organizational structures." If that Is still the case, how about
having a combination of members from that committee and several academic administrators
Investigate the Issue?

)

If you and the Executive Committee agree with that kind of task force membership, I wlll appoint and
charge the group.
Reactions?

Don
• Schllesman
Interim Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs

PR\191.298

Central
Washington
University

Office of the Provoat and
Vice President for Academic Affair•
2088 Bouillon

Ellenaburg, Waahlngton 98928
(609) 983-1401

December 18, 1991

RECEIVED
DEC 1 9 1991
CWU FACULlY SENATE
Dr. D. W. Cummings, Dean
College of Letters, Arts and Sciences
Campus
Dear Dr. Cummings:
Your request to change the name of Law and Justice from "program" to "department'' has been
under discussion by several groups during the past few weeks. I have received posHlve responses
from the Facuhy Senate Executive Committee and from President Garrity. Therefore, In my official
capacHy as Interim Provost I hereby authorize the use of the term "department when describing Law
and Justice.
Please Inform all appropriate offices and persons.

)

Sincerely,

/10

Donald M. Schllesman
Interim Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs

pc:

Dr. Garrity
Dr. McGehee
Dr. Roberts

PR\191.294

FRIDAY, JANUARY 17

PRESIDENT AND MRS.
ITINERARY

am
am
10:55 am

Breakfast
Drive to CWU campus in Ellensburg
Arrive at Grupe Conference Center

11 am

BOT meeting convenes; board acts to appoint Dr. __
as CWU president, effective ___ ; recess meeting

11:05 am

News conference in television studio A, Bouillon Hall

(board members, CWU interim president and vice
presidents, and faculty senate, association of
administrators and ASCWU representatives attend)
Telecast live on KCWU, Channel 2 -- monitors in
Grupe, SUB and other campus buildings

11:10 am

Woodhouse opens, welcomes media, makes brief
statement about new president and search process,
introduces president and wife
President makes opening remarks, opens conference to

media questions

11:40 am

Woodhouse closes conference, thanking media

11:45 am

Pappas and BOD president Eric Peter escort president
to Tunstall dining hall for lunch with students

1 pm

BOT meeting reconvenes

2:30 pm?

BOT meeting adjourns

3 pm

University community reception for new president and
spouse -- Lombard Room. BOT member (a search
committee member?) introduces president and spouse,
thanks and introduces all search committee members.
President says howdy•••then everybody mixes.
Sponsored by CWU employee council, association of
administrators, ASCWU, faculty senate, executive
group, student affairs, retiree association, alumni
association, CWU foundation

4:30 pm

Reception ends.

6 pm?

Dinner with BOT

pm

Housing at President's home

President and spouse free time

I HAVE A DREAM, YOU HAVE A LEGACY
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Celebration
January 21 and 22, 1992

January 21, 1992
Candlelight Vigil, 6:30 p.m.
Nicholson Pavilion to Mary Grupe Conference Center
Program at Grupe Center, 7:05 p.m.
National Black Anthem
Inspirational Poem
Dramatic Reading
Singing
Information About Dr. King
History and Implementation of the King Holiday
Song: "We Shall Overcome"
Closing Remarks
Refreshments served immediately following the program.
January 22, 1992
PBS V ideo Series, "Eyes on the Prize"
11 a.m. to 3 p.m., SUB Pit
Panel Discussion
"The Civil Rights Movement: W ho W ere the Participants"
7 p.m., Barto Residence Hall Lounge
Everyone is invited to attend this celebration, which is sponsored by the Associated Students of
CWU, Office of Student Affairs, Black Student Union and the Human Rights Council.
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TO:

Campus Community

FROM:

Lawrence H. Lium
Vice President

DATE:

January 10, 1992

RE:

Hal Wolf

As most of you may already know, Hal Wolf,
President of the CWU Foundation and father of
Business Week, passed away Wednesday, January 8.
Memorial services will be held on Saturday,
January 25 at 2 p.m. at the Yelm Middle School
Auditorium, Yelm Avenue, Yelm, Wash.
He was a great friend to Central Washington
University and we will miss him.
mm

tmry Myers
Seatrle
Jarnc:s M. Norrr1c-m
sec1tlle
Jarnes M Norlh
North Ht·nrJ
Maurin� l )cllil
Ellcn.sl llff!,\
IJonalrl s. Hoss
11rc;1T1crtor1
,Jarncs M St:vcrns
Ker11
Srx•11ccr Il St1ort
Ellcnsl,urg
1,1rnes H Sn1i1h
Ellensburg
Hoy Tullis
Belli;,gharn
E K1'.n Winslow
Y.ikin1c:1
lt<1IE.Wolf
Yt'lrn
(Jc·1ir�c Wyrsc:h
Norll1 Bend
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PLEASE CIRCUu\TE

CEn

Central
Washington
University
office or 1he President
Bouillon 208H
Ellensburg. Washing1on
98926
(509) 96.1-2111

MEMORANDUM

TO:

The Campus community

DATE�

January 14, 1992

SUBJECT:

Hal Wolf

FROM(\o James G. Pappas, Interim President

As many of you may already know, Hal Wolf passed away
Wednesday, Janua�y 8 in Olympia. Memorial services will
be held January 25 at 2 p.m. at the Yelm Middle School
Auditorium, Yelm Avenue, Yelm, Washington.
Hal was a great friend of this university.
His
contributions ranged from the creation and direction of
Business Week, to membership on the Central Washington
University Foundation. He gave testimony at legislative
hearings on our behalf, lobbied privately on issues of
importance to Central, and counselled with our leadership
on a wide variety of matters.
His contributions to
Central were not always known to large numbers of people
but they were representative of a person who loved this
university for its underlying principles.
He cared
deeply for young people.
Hal was a business man in Yelm who for thirty years
operated a full service grocery and retail center. He
most recently served as the Regional Director of the
federal Small Business Administration in Seattle.
Hal will be missed by many of us who
counsel, advocate, fan, and donor
Those who
energy, and interest.
communicate with the family at P.
Washington 98597.

knew him as friend,
of limitless time,
care to do so may
o. Box 595, Yelm,

Central
Washington
University

Office of the Provost and
Vice Prealdent for Academic Affalra
208B Boulllon
Ellenaburg, Waahlngton 98928
(609) 983-1401

January 8, 1992

�At

(
P if. Fur rlrr}t-/. 21{/birJ)
Marilyn Baker
Higher Education Coordinating Board
917 Lakerldge Way

pc: Dr. Pappa1

P.O. Box 43430

Olympla, WA 98504-3430
Dear Dr. Baker:
The topic of this letter Is u1natltutlonal service areas H proposed by HECB staff In developlng
new program approval guldellqea.• I am aware that the ICAO Intends to discuss the topic again at
Its January meeting, and I am also aware I have already sent one Mter to 81aff stating my objectlonl
to the proposed areas. I appreciate your response to that letter. However, no change was made
In the proposal

)

My primary coracem, Marilyn, la that the proposal does not acknowledge In any way Central'•
presence, or right of presence, In the Puget Sound, 1peclflcally King County. My God, we have
offered high quality degree program, successfully and efficiently In that area since 1974. We have
more than three dozen FTE faculty resident In that area. Hundreds of students have graduated from
those programs. We went there, at considerable sacrifice, In response to place-bound student
requests, legislative and CPE encouragement, and with the agreement of the University of
Washington. We went at a time when major universities In the area expre99ed no Interest In
responding to such needs. Now we have full-time regular faculty living and teaching In the area
who, almost dally, express concern about and fear of being dlsplaced by the HECB. And thla
because of a couple of branch campuses which are having a real struggle staying allvel Marllyn,
the HECB and Its staff must publicly acknowledge a right of existence In that area for Central.
Your approach, which would continue to allow CWU programs to operate In King County
subject to HECB approval only, la reassuring. However, why not Include that In the proposal? I am
requesting public acknowledgement of Central'& right to exist and operate In King County. I agree
there Is more than enough need for several Institutions to be In the Puget Sound. Why not
acknowledge that In your propoaal?
By the way, I agree totally with your position regarding the need for public universities to be
responsible for meeting educatlonal needs off the campus and In Identifying the Institutions. To stt
on the campus and Ignore the needs of people off the campus, as some dkt until recentty, It wrong.
You said In your letter that you thought the community college model would not work. I am
not certain of the umoder to which you are referring, but I would suggest that our Lynnwood, South
Seattle, Fort Steilacoom, and Yakima Centers are living proof that you are wrong. Further, the
community college model was proposed and encouraged by CPE staff who preceded you. There
are lots of models which could work, lncludlng branches (If they offer programs which respond to
expressed needs). I do not understand why you think two-plus-two programs located on community
college campuses wlll not succeed.
Incidentally, I believe you are correct In saying that I suggested to Katrina that EWU take
responsibility for Douglas County. Some on thl� campus �re upset about that. Apparently Central
has been doing work In that area of which I was unaware. Perhaps the assignment of Douglas
County could be reconsidered. That county, however, Is not nearly as Important to us as Is King
County.

Marilyn Baker

-2-

January I, 1992

I could go on and wrtte a lot more about the need for branch campuses to have service areu,
but will spare you that at thla time. You have heard enough from me for now.
Thanks for your a891stanca.
Sln
ly,
j/
��hllesman
Interim Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs
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Central
Washington
University

Depar1men1 ol Communicalion
252 Bouillon
Ellensburg. Washington 98926
(50Y) 963-1066

Jan. 12, 1992
To:

Dr. Charlie McGehee, Chair, Faculty Senate

From:

Phil Backlund

Re:

The Coming Legislative Session

fP,

The 1992 legislative session begins on Jan. 13th, and it promises to be an interesting session. The primary
issue is, of course, the budget, but there are others that need attention, and some that need faculty input I
am pleased to be working with Don Cocheba this session, and between the two of us, we hope to keep the
Senate fully informed on legislative issues.
1. Issues are important, but we are still attempting to follow the basic strategy of previous sessions--that
of presence, obtaining and providing information, and developing friends.
a. Presence. We need to be seen in Olympia and Don and I will do as much as we can in
this session in our half-time appoinbnents. We also welcom·e the involvement of other faculty
who have a desire to get involved.
b. Information. There are a number of issues, as described below, that will take careful
consideration on campus. We need to be able to fully discuss these issues and get our positions to
the people involved in Olympia. We do have an opportunity to shape some higher education
policy and we should not let current challenges on campus inhibit our ability to respond strongly
to the issues.
c. Friends. We do have friends in Olympia, and through positive communication and
presence, will build more. I think we need ·to be seen as a school that not only·cares for itself, but· - - -
for the good of higher education in the state. We need to communicate fully, be accountable for
our actions, and be seen as a team player while still pushing strongly for our needs.
2. The primary issue clearly is the budget The Governor has already ordered a 2.5% cut for us based on a
projected revenue shortfall of about $200 million. Now the budget shortfall could approach one bilJion
dollars. Cuts could go well beyond the 2.5% for state agencies. I do not want to be over-optimistic, but
the Governor, House Appropriations, and Senate Ways and Means all seem to want the same thing--to keep
the higher education budget cut at 2.5%. The question is: will they be able to do that when other state
agencies may take up to a 7.5% cut?
3. The Governor plans on doing it through a combination of tuition increase and a dip into the rainy day
fund. Each is uncertain at this point, but the tuition increase presents real questions. One Senate staff
person said that whatever happens this session, we can pretty much count on some change to the state's
tuition policy. Proposals now include various combinations.of a tuition surcharge, a pcm1anent increase in
the rate of tuition, the potential to give authority to set tuition to the governing boards, give the governing
boards the authority to keep some or all of tuition on campus, dedicate tuition to higher education in the
state general fund, and a number of other suggestions. Right now, our University's position is that we do
not want the authority to set tuition, nor do we want to keep it on campus. We also recognize that some
kind of tuition increase is probably inevitable and need to deal with the various issues as they come up.
Specific �roposals should be available this week.
4. Two related issues will be talked over extensively during the session--tuition waivers and financial aid
Currently, abut 27% of all tuition is waived for one reason or another. The legislature is closely looking at
these waivers (as they did last session), but the new wrinkle is that some legislators want to give the

authority to grant waivers to each individual governing board Basically, CWU does not want that authority
at this point in time. In addition, any raise in tuition includes a raise in financial aid as 24% of all tuition
goes to financial aid. The disposition of these dollars will be an issue.
5. Some positives and negatives.
a. Tuition authority. Should each school have the ability to set their own tuition? UW
clearly wants that authority, as they see this as a means to make more money. They believe that
students would pay more to attend the UW, and perhaps they would. This worries WSU some.
The regionals are not as excited, but see the same potential for increased revenues. We see a
possibility of increased competition between the regionals for students, though there seems to be
more than enough students to go around. The primary danger in this is the level of state funding.
What would happen to it? UW figures that state funding would continue at current levels or even
increase. Perhaps it would, but there is a danger that the legislature would just offset tuition
increases with decreases in state funding. We will have to wait until clear proposals are available
for response.
b. Baseline for the increase. Two options here, peers and cost study. Everyone wants
peers used to calculate tuition, it is easier to sell and easier to explain.
· c. Who should keep tuition? Four options _here: 1) state general fund, 2) state general
fund dedicated to HE, 3) schools keep tuition increase, 4) schools keep all of tuition. I assume
the argument for keeping tuition is that we would have more flexibility to spend our money. I'm
not sure if that is valid. Most schools, however, seem to want as much decision making power as
possible. Keeping tuition on campus seems to increase that perception. I think it is too early to
come to a definitive position without seeing what the proposal will actually look like.
d. Waiver authority. A lot of money currently is waived (27% of all tuition). By giving
waiver authority to the governing boards, the theory runs that we could be more selective on who
we give waivers to. That is true, but for us, we only have about 160 students on waivers other
than the two most common financial aid waivers (the 4% and 2.5% funds). I don't think the
Board wants to get into the business of deciding who gets or does not get waivers. Board meetings
could really get to be a circus.
e. Financial aid authotjty. Here, everyone wants to keep the financial aid authority with
the HECB.
6. The unfortunate result of all this is likely be that higher education will be pitted against DSHS in the
coming session. It is difficult to predict how that will come out
7. The University is also seeking (though indirectly) support for our involvement in the Washington
Higher Education Television System (WHETS) and operating- dollars to support the Primate Institute. In
each case, we are asking legislators who support those programs to move those issues forward for us.
8. Beyond the money issues, educational refonn and teacher preparation have received a great deal of
preliminary attention. Each legislative Education Committee and the Governor's Task Force on Educational
Reform had a lot of initial activity, but most of it seems to have lost momentum in face of the budget
crisis. I am not sure if any legislation will be proposed this session or not, but there is clear interest in
"fixing" some of the problems in public education.
This is a pretty brief sketch of the issues. Both Don Cocheba and I would be happy to respond to
questions. We also would appreciate opinions on the issues as they come up. We want to be able to
convey your wishes to the legislature.

/
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am
am
10:55 am

Breakfast
Drive to CWU campus in Ellensburg
Arrive at Grupe Conference Center

11 am

BOT meeting convenes; board acts to appoint Dr. __
as CWU president, effective ___; recess meeting

11:05 am

News conference in television studio A, Bouillon Hall
(board members, CWU interim president and vice
presidents, and faculty senate, association of
administrators and ASCWU representatives attend)

Telecast live on KCWU, Channel 2 -- monitors in
Grupe, SUB and other campus buildings
Woodhouse opens, welcomes media, makes brief
statement about new president and search process,
,introduces president and wife
11:10 am

President makes opening remarks, opens conference to
media questions

11:40 am

Woodhouse closes conference, thanking media

11:45 am

Pappas and BOD president Eric Peter escort president
to Tunstall dining hall for lunch with students

1 pm

BOT meeting reconvenes

2:30 pm?

BOT meeting adjourns

3 pm

University community reception for new president and
spouse -- Lombard Room. BOT member (a search
committee member?) introduces president and spouse,
thanks and introduces all search committee members.
President says howdy•••then everybody mixes.
Sponsored by CWU employee council, association of
administrators, ASCWU, faculty senate, executive
group, student affairs, retiree association, alumni
association, CWU foundation

4:30 pm

Reception ends.

6 pm?

Dinner with BOT

pm

Housing at President's home

President and spouse free time

SATURDAY, JANUARY 18
8:30 am

Stand-up, continental breakfast at President's
reception center with executive group, ASCWU board of
directors, executive committees of faculty senate,
employee council, association of administrators

10 am

Coffee hour:

Noon

Lunch, Pappas

Department chairs and faculty

2

pm

Coffee with city council, county commissioners,
chamber of commerce execs, school superintendents,
Tom Robberts (Central Investment Fund chair)

3

pm

Chamber of Commerce sponsors community open house -
at Clymer Museum

6 pm

President's Associates reception, Dick & Lee Mundy's
home

SUNDAY, JANUARY 19

9-11 am

Breakfast with Pappas, vice presidents and deans
-- beginning with -Legislative briefing (Backlund)

Drive to Seattle (Pappas, Lium)
Dinner:
Hotel:
/ � tJ{{-CRHru.JS uisif
MONDAY, JANUARY 20
1 pm

am

Seattle media (Dotzauer)
Jane Hadley, P-I
Television?

11:30 am

Arrive in Olympia:
Luncheon with Ann Daley, Higher Education
Coordinating Board, and Terri Teale, Council of
Presidents -- La Petite Maison
12, 13 and 14th district and CWU alumni legislators
Len McComb, Office of Financial Management
Governor Booth Gardner
Leadership, house and senate
CWU alumni who are legislative staffers

5 pm

Leave Olympia
CWU Foundation hosts reception, OMT Inc.
+ alumni association and parents council officers
Fly home from Sea-Tac

Central
Washington
University

Office of the Provoat and
Vice President for Academic Affair•
2080 Bouillon
Ellensburg, Washington 98928
(509) 983-1401

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Katrtna Meyer
Senior Polley Anodllte

FROII:

�
vost and
Donald M. Schllesman, I
Vice President tar A.cad
Affah

DATE:

November 15, 1991

SUBJECT:

Regional Service Area

My purpose for writing Is to comment further regarding the regional service areas discussed during
ow meeting on Tuesday, November 5, 1991. Speclflcally, I wish to make• request about the se,vtce
area tentatively assigned to Central Washington University.
For those universities and colleges Interested In and capable of serving the needs of place-bound
students, the most Important element Is to have avallable a population base sufficiently large to
auS1aln any program which might be offered. Therefore, It Is very Important that service areas be
based on the population distribution and that those schools which have demonstrated success In
offering programs off campus be assigned areas which have significant groups of people to serve.
According to the 1990 census results, Washington State has 4,866,692 people. An analysis of how
we distributed this population during the meeting last week will quickly show the shortcomings of
our effort.
Below is a distribution by population and percent of total for the universities and college according
to the counties assigned. In this analysis I divided Spokane county population equally between
Eastern Washington University and Washington State University. Gray's Harbor County was assigned
to The Evergreen State College and Mason was assigned to Western Washington University.
Appendix A is a chart showing how the state's population was distributed as we tentatively assigned
service areas.
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EWU
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TESC

306,980

8

301; 148

8

cwu

Katrina Meyer
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November 15, 1991

This distribution Is unacceptable to Central Washington University. We must be assured access to
part of the huge population base In and around Seattle. Our future Is directly related to a presence
In that area. Most of our present on-campus enrollment comes from that area and that portion wlll
Increase In the Mure. I cannot Imagine Western Washington University being satisfied without
assigned responslblllty for at least part of Snohomish County. There wHI need to be modification
In the service areas tentatively assigned.
During an earlier period In the life of the HECB (and its predecessor) we engaged In efforts slmllar
to this one. At that time, 111 parties agreed to a distribution of service areas based on community
college districts which are population based. Later another service area assignment was establllhed
by the HECB which, I believe, Is our current guide (copy attached). I strongly urge that' the service
area assignments based on community college boundaries be adopted or the current ·dletrlbutlon
be left In place. Either arrangement Is much more equitable and fair than our efforts �f last week.
I look forward to continued discussion of this very important topic.
pc:

Dr. Garrity

BR�AKDOWN OF PRO.POSED REGIOftAL SERVICE AREAS
)
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APPENDIX A
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Adal'l5 County
A�ot1n County
Benton County
Chelan County
ClailaM County
Clark County
ColuMbia County
Cowlitz County
DouQlas County
Ferry County
Franl-.1 in County
Garfield County
Grant County
Grays Harbor County
Island County
Jeffer5on County
King County
Ki hap County
Kittitas County
Klickitat County
Lewis County
Lincoln County
Mason County
Okanogan County
Pacific County
Pend Oreille County
Pierce County
Sen Juan County
Skagit County
Skar,onie County
Snohol"lish County
Spo�.ane County
Stevens County
Thurston County
Wahl:.iakul'I County
Walla Walla County
Whatcor, County
�Jhi ti'lan County
Yakir,a County

ANPSA[•P I
F001_0001
P002_0003
P002_0004
t AI IAN
•1, AF I

•• • ••

4.33
0.68
0.61

2.00
0. 72
I .09
2.3B
0,40
I .38
0.62
0.38
2.32
0.31
1. 17
1 .11
4.24
0.S7
'7.88
4.37
1. 78

0,77

0.63
0.37
t .25
0.50
2.54
"0 .28
4.95
0.86
0.99
0.63
3.54
1.62
0.58
3.78
0.45
1. 29
I. 85
5,4S
1 ,02
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Council o+ Faculty Representatives
Mn1 ·it I'\ly l?r,::pov·t
The Council of Faculty Representatives CCFR> group is elected
by thf,,! F i�\c:ul t. y 8F;:niol t E:�,; i::1 n d r· f;p 1·· f,:!,;1::,:nt �;; t l·\t:,! +:i::icu1t·'/ o+
Washington"s Public Four-Year Higher Education Institutions.
Dr. Sue Durrant, Washington State University, is the Chair.
Representatives include: CWLJ, Robert Benton, Ken Gamon,
,�: ,... 1 i CE·! r::: i11 Ci,... n !I E:� JU :• D :i. c::: I:: :OCJ nl (:::y, u�,J 1 i"l a1 c:ol I]) Ci!·" :i. +:+ :i. ty :• M :i. kr,!
F' i 1 r:,1t :• Mic <': 11;:·: i 1 \l aughi:,1 r·, :1 V,1 \31..J, M,, i1c: o 1m Cc:1mp l:.)f:! 11� J. E1 n :i. cr0• M :i.11 E,: ,.- :1
�·Jl,•JLJ :i La r· ,.. y F:'. :i. ch,;I r· d\, .c, n :i I<,,�. t:. hy I< nut;,:: E:: r 1 :• ;J :i. m ·1 ·i:':i. l !:lot� C,1:,10 ,. . g i:?.1
Mariz; TESC, Janet Ott, Argentina Daley.
1

:

Meetings are held monthly from approximately 9:00 am - 3:00
pm at various locations around the state.
In 1991-1992 the
following meetings have been heldc Sept. at WSU, Oct. EWU,
Nov. WWU, Dec. TESC, and Jan. CWU Lynnwood Center.
In Feb.
t:.he: mr::!f:,!t :i. l"HJ �\J :i. 11 l::H,� i',d:. TEUC !• :i. n Mi,H"C h Cl l ymp i. i:� !' :i. n tip,... :i. 1 U o+
W and in May at CWU.

Th«,! pu,··pos,;�,? of CFI? ii;;; tD ;;,,c:t i:1!::, a 1i,01.!son hi;;itwf.1:1','I'\ t1··1:i.':'· g,·..oup
CJf 1·-E�p 1·.. i::•�;;12 nti,,,t :L Vi:':::1;:; an c:I thE' :i. r\i;;;t :i. tut :i.on�,; c:l+: h :i.(J hi':.::r· f::! c:luc:r.:it :ion
thf::!y r· 0,!p 1·· «·,!1:",f"' nt, k r:.,!f:::p:i. n(J F ic\C: ult·y- !:>f::!l'1i,,1t f,·!!c:· :l n·Fo 1·"mE:c:I t,11:; to ,,,Jl·1.,,1t
is happening at the other institutions. Further the CFR
"'' tt (;,!mp ts.;; t. o p,... E::p ,,:1.,.. f,:i a c:: um b :i. nf:,: c:I ·frn nt :1 ,.. ep,. r;;: !::,1,, 1 nt:. :i. ns:.1 t. l'\Ei
combined agreement of 011. fec::ulty senates� on issues
cDn-f1·"ont in•] th(,? l f,�<.:.:J i ,:::.1.:1tu1·"<::,• and f:!+:-f1::!c:t :i. r\g thf,,! h'<·,,! 11 bi2 i ng of
ie\ J. 1 +c:iu,.- ... ·yi:::a r· +:i"1c:u. l t. y i::'1 t :.i l"l!:,. t :i. t.ut :i. on!::, o+ h:i q I'\(,:: r· t,·:duc,,,,t :i. CJn in
the state of Washington.
Most recently the c:liscussiCJn at CFR meetings has been
dominated by the following topic::s: Faculty Representation at
t l··,E· Uuppl <·,2mr�n l·:.,::1r·y HE:\;,.,;;:. :i. DI"\ ci f t.ht:-:i U t:.i::1tl.:.:! I... E·!CJ :i. �:; 1 i:,1tur<·::! ,,,,hi c: h
began Jan. 13, 1992, The HEC Board Meeting Schedule,
Legislative Issues, Institutional t·eports inc:: lud:i. ng how each
is dealing with budget cuts and how each is progressing with
the assessment procedures mandated by the HEC Board,

Fac:u).t.y 1:;;:t::!p)'".<··: :!!:o·' .(;;:1Tl.i:,1ti ci n ;,:1t. t)",P Elupp 1 <·,HrH:::.nta1·.. . Y bE!�;:;�:�ici. n o-f: t l·H::!
.LE!.9).�"'.l,;:1tu.1·.. <-:·! •.
Dr, Durrant will be in Olympia each Tue., Wed., and
Thuv·s.. c:lur·:i.ng t.l'\i:.,! !:C,<::i�;;.m;ior\ ,::ind C::<':\n bE' \"'f,'!<'"\cl ·it�d at tht',! Council
of President"s Office (COP) at 753-5107 from 10-12 each day
<:-�he :Ls tl")E:n::!u Each Tu.(,\., i::1t 1:;�:: :l'.:) she:'� 1,-Ji 11 lliE:et \•Jith any
Touc::h
intrDt"f:,:!:stE,:c:I f.::1c:ulty �·1ho a, .. ,:,2 in Olymp:i.i::1. for· lunch at
of l::Ut"Clpt?. 11 �\1h:i.ch ii;;:. loci,�.tf:2cl ju\;;;t clo�\,n +:r·c1m thEi C,::1p:i.tc:Jl c;n
Also there :i.s a meeting each Wed. at noon at
Capitol Way.
th·:::) CDP o·f·f i c <·,·: ! of '' q r2 nf,21· ,,,i 1 !,�he:\ t" inq '' about. 1;-., l'l,::tt :i. s l·\c:lp pen :i nq
1ri i t. h :i. !::iS:,Uf::!!::i 1·. 1:;1 l i::it. <·::id t. o h :i. q hE� ,... E,:d1.. 1c ati c:i n.,
I 11tt2 ,.. 1,?!::., t0?d +i:.1c:u 1 t y
i;:\ ,... f:'1
:i n V :i. t. f:'! cl ,
1

'(.�
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HEC E<a,::1.rd Mp€;!tinq E;c,he<:lule._ Th:ls �;c::h<i:!dule i.,,,ta!::; di�;tt·ibuted
and it was decided that a member of the CFR should attend
each cf the remaining meetings throughout the state this
school year and make a written report back to the CFR, so we
might be able to be better informed as to what this group is
c:lcli: . ng. D1··. I< i 11 en.. n vd 11 ,'.':\tt.1,�nc:\ th<-:'? HCC Boi:'H" d M�ii· f.,d:. i ng CH'\·
April 22 in the Tri-Cities and on June 24 in Yakima.
1.

SB 5498 <retirement aqe) - Institutional reports
Budc:w�t ::

r i::\C U ·11
·1"
.. ··.: y

·

f:clii:1 'I,, <i:\ t" :1. f2!:,,

3.

HB 1667 (financial aid/Jacobsen)

4,

SB 5709 (higher ed. budget prccees/Jesernig). All
budgets go only to HEC Beard and they present to the
]. E�(] :i. �,; 1 c: \ tU ,... f.-:i.

5.

Legislative strategies regarding� tuition increases;
revenue fer higher education= access to
higher education; assuring quality.
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THOMAS G. MORTENSON
Former Spedal Assistant lo th� Eucutlw Director
HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD
917 Lakeridee Way, GV-11
Olympia, Washineton 98504
Phone: (206) 586-4927

Ro�:
3800 14th Ave. SB
Apt C116
Lacey, Washinp,a 98503-2219
Phou: (206) 459-3240

July 17, 1991
Mr. Ken Jacobsen
Chairman, House Higher Education Committee
2611 NE 125th
Suite 122
Seattle, WA 98125
Dear Ken:
Thank you for sharing the afternoon with me last week at your home. I appreciated the
chance to unload on you, and your hospitality in hearing me out. Shirley Ort mentioned today
that both you and Susie had called requesting copies of the paper I wrote un unmet student
demand in Washington. Shirley was waiting for a chance to see Ann about your request.
When we met, I wanted to contrast the national challenge to higher educate a larger
portion of the population, to higher levels of educational attainment, in a broader anay of
postsecondary educational forms, with Washington's response. The challenge has been issued
in recent years in any number of national reports, such as Worliforce 2()(X) and High Skills or
Low Wages. All of these reports say that America's workforce must be made more productive,.
and one of the essential keys to enhancing worker productivity is expanding higher education.
Washington's response to this challen·ge is summarized on the attached spreadsheet, which
I had not yet prepared when I met with you last week. This data is taken from the 1990 Digest
of Educmion Statistics. With this data I have ranked the SO states plus DC according to the
percentage increase in public higher education enrollments during the 1980s when these
challenges were issued. Washington ranks 51st among the states in increased enrollments.
While nationally enrollments were up 7 percent, in Washington they went down over 20 peicent.
Ken, Washington cannot ignore the imperatives of equipping its future labor force to be
more productive without seriously sacrificing the welfare of the next generation. You, your
colleagues in the legislature, and the Governor, simply must find ways to greatly expand highez
educational opportunities for the state's citizens. If you cannot finance this with increased state
tax funds, then you ought to be supportive of higher tuitions for those that can afford to pay
them. Many can. The rest should be fully protected through the student financial aid system.

oeal Enrollment in PUblic Institution• of Higher Education

.,y Sl:ate, 1980 and 1988

---- ----------�-

Rank State

1 New Mexico

77,394
55,077
27,145
20,561
177,851
140,158
Georgia
30,363
24,119
New Hampshire
334,349
420,378
Florida
74,432
59,598
Utah
241,528
194,034
Arizona
753,194
Texas
613,552
176,343
Alabama
143,674
25,911
Wyoming
21,121
87,783
Nebraska
73,509
162,379
Minnesota
191,186
North Carolina 228,154
267,070
Iowa
113,263
97,454
46,646
Nevada
40,280
Kansas
121,987'
138,700
Maine
35,914
31,878
Kentucky
129,225
114,884
35,623
North Dakota
31,709
162,902
Colorado
145,598
31,645
Delaware
28,325
South Carolina 107,683
119,926
38,989
Rhode Island
35,052
19,967
Vermont
17,984
Pennsylvania
323,525
292,499
209,233
Indiana
189,224
Oklahoma
151,409
137,188
Mississippi
99,997
90,661
Virginia
246,500
270,372
Louisiana
136,703
149,349
Arkansas
71,953
66,068
Maryland
212,322
195,051
Connecticut
97,788
106,419
Missouri
178,799
165,179
521,624
Illinois
491,274
381,765
401,504
Ohio
583,842
563,251
New York
235,179
241,858
Wisconsin
183,765
188,771
Massachusetts
454,147
464,275
Michigan
35,119
Idaho
34,491
31,178
Montana
31,287
156,835
155,609
Tennessee
70,381
West Virginia
71,228
247,028
New Jersey
243,767
43,269
42,529
Hawaii
24,328
23,898
South Dakota
140,102
136,607
Oregon
1,599,838 1,541,305
California
13,900
Dist of Col.
12,108
276,028
219,103
WASHINGTON
9,407,586· 10,110,343
TOTALS

2 Alaska

·, 3

4
5
6

7
8

9

10

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
J
JO
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

--------- ----------

Percent

-------�-

Fall 1980 Fall 1988· Change

40.51
32.01
26.91
25.91
25.71
24.91
24.51
22.81
22.71
22.71
19.41
17.71
17.11
16.21
15.81'
13.71
12.71
12.51
12.31
11.91
11.71
11.41
11.21
11.01
10.61
10.61
10.41
10.31
9.71
9.31
8.91
8.91
8.81

8.21
6.21
s.21
3.71
2.81
2.71
2.21
1.81
0.31
-0.81
-1.21
-1.31
-1.71
-1.81
-2.51
-3.71
-12.91
-20.61
7.51

TGM, I/ 17 / 91
Source: 1990 Digest of Education Statistic�, Table 175.
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Action, Education, Awareness:
Central Washington University Human Rights Council
Celebrates its First Anniversary

Human Rights Council? Here at Central?
Many of those who asked "why" now ask how they can get involved. What is the
Human Rights Council and what does it do? The answer, as are the causes the HRC
supports, is too diverse to limit to a few sentences. But, looking back over the past year,
what might seem to be an abstract concept has several concrete successes to show for itself.
Born at a Central campus "Racism" forum last February, the HRC was spawned by
two CWU students - graduate student Shannon Hopkins and undergraduate Stephanie
Strandberg, encouraged by professor Dr. Bobby Cummings. From its ad hoc beginnings,
the HRC quickly established itself as a dedicated body of students, CWU staff and
community members who wanted to ensure that people of all cultures, races and diverse,
non-traditional backgrounds could feel safe- and rewarded - while pursuing an
education at CWU.
A goal-setting workshop last April produced the following statement, as well as
other humanitarian ideals to be sought at Central. The HRC actively promotes:
• Diversifying available majors and class offerings to reflect a broad range of ethnic and
cultural content;
• Dealing with multi-cultural and socio-economic issues as part of classroom instruction
for all teachers in Central's all-important education department, where tomorrow's teachers
- our children's role models - are being trained;
• Recruiting and hiring faculty who represent our diverse American culture;
• Recruiting students of color, especially those from the Central Washington region and
the lower Yakima Valley in particular;
• Fair, just and ethical treatment for all members of the CWU community, regardless of
age, color creed, gender, sexual orientation, economical status or physical ability;
• Making the CWU community more conscious of the unconscious sexism, racism and
cultural enthnocentrism that take place on campus every day; and
• The celebration of all cultures, lifestyles and heritages through sponsorship of
frequent performances, exhibitions, readings and other expressions to promote a
community of sharing rather than one of exclusion.
HRC members, who currently conduct their business through a representative
Steering Committee, have not set these goals in an ideological vacuum. Plenty of instances
of racism, sexism, homophobia and assorted discrimination, both conscious and
unconscious, have taken place on the Central campus over the past two years, just as they
have on college campuses and in workplaces across America. The Central HRC is just one
means of trying to educate and deal with such discrimination at the local level.
Recognizing that CWU's traditional role in the state's educational system is to train
teachers, the HRC last spring hoped to answer directly those who said, "Why should we
worry about the nation's problems in rural Ellensburg?"

First, those "problems," documented or not, are occurring on Central's Ellensburg
campus, HRC members noted. But more importantly - and this a reality borne out by part
of the NCATE accreditation and state Superintendent of Public Instruction critique that has
plagued the university's education department- in order to properly train tomorrow's
teachers and business leaders for their roles in a multi-cultural society, Central's curriculum
must include a substantial multi-cultural, multi-ethnic element. That element is largely
unstated - if it exists at all - in CWU's curriculum, except through the efforts of
individual instructors.
The HRC does not believe students necessarily need to be "sent away" to urban centers
to study multi-cultural education philosophy since all teachers need such exposure whether
they plan to teach in Thorp or Detroit. It is a global community now and our education
curriculum needs to reflect all aspects of that community. This is not to belittle the efforts of
those professors and instructors who recognize the necessity of a multi-cultural, multi
faceted approach to K-through-12 education. And it may be that many university programs
address the concept in pan. However, there seems to be a resistance to organizing the work
being done in multi-cultural education into a focused curriculum element. There also needs
to be more communication, most appropriately through a newsletter among those
conducting multi-cultural programs and education-department administrators, professors
and students.
Less finger-pointing; more cooperation.
Working with students, instructors, administrators and community members to help
cultural and ideological integration of the CWU curriculum remains the HRC's primary
goal as it celebrates its first birthday. Past successes include:
• Conducting further forums on conscious and unconscious "isms" at the unjversity;
• Offering substantial input into Central's current university presidential-selection
process;
• Offering input to the university's education department toward the goal of installing a
more realistic multi-cultural element in its curriculum;
• Supporting, with a visit last spring to the Ellensburg City Council by a dozen of its
members, the Handicapped Students Association when that group asked for a city review
of sidewalks and curbs. The visit resulted in a number of new cut-away curbs and leveled
sidewalks in Ellensburg near the Central campus.
• Support of the beleaguered residents of the former Stevens Apartments when they
were threatened last fall with being homeless and destitute;
• Support of a boycott of Chateau Ste. Michelle wines, as well as work on behalf of
employees of the winery, who are being discriminated against on a number of fronts;
• Co-sponsoring and helping staff volunteer tables during last fall's "World Food Day"
program in Central dining halls; and
• Sponsoring an"Alternative Newspaper," scheduled to hit the stands this month.
Although there is no direct affiliation between the paper and the HRC, the HRC supports
the paper's goals of making the avenues of communication open to anyone who wants to
use them, regardless of their place in the university community.
• Co-sponsorship of a Candlelight March Jan. 21 to celebrate the birthday of Martin
Luther King, Jr., plus co-sponship of a campuswide civil rights forum Jan. 22.
The HRC meets second and fourth Mondays, 7 p.m., in SUB 104 on the Central
Washington University campus. First and third Mondays, HRC committees meet, also in
SUB 104. For more information, call Student Activities, 963-1515, or 963-1648.

HRC SUCCESSES, 1991-92•Conducted or co-sponsored forums discussing racism, feminism, migrant
working conditions, among others.
• Offered substantial input into Central's current university presidential
selection process.
• Worked with ASCWU student-body officers to examine university funding
for minority programs.
• Organized a forum last October so students could ask administrators
questions about the accreditation issue.
• Supported, with a visit last spring to the Ellensburg City Council by a dozen
of its members, the Handicapped Students Association when that group asked
for a city review of sidewalks and curbs. The visit resulted in a number of new
cut-away curbs and leveled sidewalks in Ellensburg near the Central campus.
• Ongoing support of a boycott of Chateau Ste. Michelle wines, and work on
behalf of winery employees, who are being discriminated against on a number
of fronts.
• Co-sponsored and helped staff volunteer tables during last fall's "Hunger
Fast" program in Central dining halls.
• Sponsoring an "Alternative Newspaper," scheduled to hit the stands this
month.
• Co-sponsorship of a Candlelight March Jan. 21 to celebrate the birthday of
Martin Luther King, Jr., plus co-sponship of a campuswide forum Jan. 22, titled,
"Civil Rights, You Have a Legacy."
• Supported changes in literary and instructional canon in the Central
English department and in the Douglas Honors College. (The English
department graduate canon is undergoing serious review currently, with all
"lists" the property of the particular grad student and his or her graduate
committee; the Douglas honors college list added Martin Luther King, Jr., and
the Koran, although no women as of yet. We're still trying.)

Goals Statement
of the CWU
Human Rights Council
Recognizing that a diverse educational experience is necessary to properly train
tomorrow's leaders and citizens for their roles in society and the workplace, the students of
Central Washington University's Human Rights Council are working to establish a broader
multi-cultural, multi-ethnic climate at CWU. In pursuing that goal, the HRC actively
promotes:
(1) Diversifying available majors and class offerings to reflect a broad
range of ethnic and cultural content;
(2) Recruiting and hiring faculty who represent our diverse American
culture;

(3) Recruiting students of color, especially those from the Central
Washington region and the lower Yakima Valley in particular;
(4) Fair, just and ethical treatment for all members of the CWU
community, regardless of age, color, creed, gender, sexual orientation,
economical status or physical ability;

(5) Making the CWU community more conscious of the unconscious
sexism, racism and cultural enthnocentrism that takes place on campus
every day; and
(6) The celebration of all cultures, lifestyles and heritages through
frequent performances, exhibitions, readings and other expressions to
promote a community of sharing rather than one of exclusion.

NECESSARY UNIVERSITY GOALS
TO BE ACCOMPLISHED 1992-93:
Mission Statement • A mission statement from the new university president concerning Central
Washington University's dedication to providing a diverse learning environment and a
multi-cultural curriculum, as well as a pledge to recruit more minority faculty and
administrators- our students' role models. (This statement would be dffferent from the
"vision thing" that some university administrators have offered us.) We would expect such
a statement to be issued by the end of Spring quarter, 1992, providing the new
president takes office before March of this year.
Implementation Time Line • From that mission statement, we would expect to see a series of measures,
policies and guidelines designed to implement that statement, plus a time line for
implementation. We would expect such a time line to be completed and published at least
by September, 1992.
Published Review of CWU Policies and Guidelines • A review of university policies concerning the working and learning environment
at Central, with a special emphasis on checking to see whether those policies and guidelines
are not just "in place" but that they are being adhered to. We ask that a published report on
such a review, to be initiated by the office of the president, be finished by the end
of 1992 and made available to the university community at-large in January, 1993.
'Diversity Council' • A university committee on "human rights" issues-multi-cultural curriculum,
sexual harassment, racial and sexual discrimination, due process in the workplace,
diversification of the Central community (recruiting, programming), consumer (student)
rights - should be named by the end of spring quarter, 1992. The committee,
to be named by the president based on recommendations from the university community,
would meet monthly and as needed to plan programs and consider any grievances brought
before it. This "Diversity Council" would represent a cross-section of the university
community- administrators, faculty, classified employees, graduate and undergraduate
students and, as an ex officio member, the university president. Although it would have no
legal power in and of itself-that responsibility already is covered by the university under
federal guidelines-the Diversity Council would issue public statements, as well as
recommend guidelines and procedures, to help ensure the new diversity "mission
statement" is being adhered to.
Student Representation on University Committees • Working with the Associated Students, we would like to see student
representation on all university committees by September, 1992. This could be
accomplished by the ASCWU publishing a list of available committees and then asking for
volunteers to staff those committees, conducting elections when necessary. A review of
avrulable committee positions should be ongoing to guard against charges of "secret
meetings," which is often the initial reaction of those excluded from such committees.
Apathy is often the only culprit.

Ongoing forums, panels, and workshops • Working again with the Associate<l Students we would like to see an ongoing
schedule of panels, forums and presentations to discuss multi-cultural issues not only on
campus but nationwide. We understand many Central faculty members are qualified to
discuss such issues, and we would like to take up Dean Donald Cummings on his offer to
meet with the department chairs and program directors of the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences to discuss such a series. Such a meeting should take place before the end of
winter quarter, 1992. The resulting program and dates should be published on a
regular basis in as many university publications as possible throughout 1992, '93 and
beyond.
Review of Recruiting Material • A review of all recruiting materials and programs including frequency of
presentation, to be completed by December, 1992. We understand that Central has a
long list of programs and materials designed to recruit minority students. However with
the largest bulk of the state's Hispanic -population less than 100 miles away, not to mention
a large, clearly identified Native American nation, it seems the university could do a better
job in recruiting. A good start would be to review what s already happening and see if we
could do it better. The second part of that charge would be to check on following up on
how those students are treated once they arrive on campus. We may be able to get them
here but are failing to keep them. All of the above could be the first task of the
aforementioned Diversity Council.
Support Faculty in Current Efforts • From the faculty, we ask for your support in the above efforts. And we can help
each other: We believe that many faculty members are taking measures within individual
classrooms to present multi-cultural experiences to their students. If you share our
commitment, please review your curriculum and find those elements that contribute to
raising awareness of multi-cultural issues in the workplace and society. Write down a
description and send them to one of our members or to Student Activities, where we have a
box. Working with the Associated Students, we might then publish a booklet called
"Readying Students for Life in a Global Community" in which we list your class as
contributing to that goal. It then would be up to students to register, but at least we would
have all that information in one place and could really see what the faculty is doing already
to ensure diversity. If you agree this is a good idea, we could plan to publish such a
book.let by September, 1992.
Thanks for considering our goals. As you can imagine, the commitment
doesn't end in 1992 or 1993. The neE!d to be aware and appreciative of
other cultures, lifestyles and experiences will become only more important
with time - until one day, hopefully, it will become unnecessary to debate
it anywhere: It will be accepted as a fact of life. However, our community
at Central and elsewhere in American society is not quite at that point yet.
We need your help as role models and leaders of the scholarly
community to create the awareness of the Global Community that exists
right now in order to place responsible Central graduates in positions that
will not only leave them satisfied but also productive, whether they find
themselves in Ellensburg, Chicago, Berlin, Lagos, Riyadh, Tokyo, Beijing
or beyond.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Central Washington University's Human Rights Council
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